Watch Video Testimonials and Keynote at the i7 Innovation
Summit.

What people say about The Art of Innovation
“Congratulations on receiving perfect scores from all participants for your Art of Innovation
Program – [Creative Problem-Solving Institute in Boston, June 2009]”
Victoria Cliche, President & CEO, Creative Education Foundation

“A workshop very different from our "normal" courses. I particularly liked the comprehensive
approach to such a complex subject and the excellent presentation.”
Chris Santis, Senior Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers

“The Art of Innovation is fun. It’s engaging. It uses significantly different modes of interaction. It
is self-reflective. It shifted my perspective of myself and others. Everybody can be creative and
innovative“
Diana Bing, Former Director, Enterprise Learning, IBM

“I’ve never seen in any other workshop that I’ve ever attended (and I’ve been to a lot of them)
the quality and the quantity of materials and the support that comes to the people that
eventually get certified as leaders.”
Joseph S. Nadan, Ph.D, Professor, Management of Technology and Business Innovation, NYU

“Innovation is people creating value by implementing new ideas.The Art of Innovation
Workshop helps you expand your awareness of all of the activities that are involved in being
innovative.”
Dr. Andres Fortino, P.E, Associate Provost, Corporate Graduate Programs, NYU: POLY
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“The value of the workshop is its systemic approach, the way it gives you real insights into
what’s going on inside your organization and what are your own attitudes and relationship to
being innovative, followed by time to visit each of the elements that are required for innovation
inside the organization. This will enable you to come away with a specific plan on how you’re
going to address the issues that most need addressing. It’s also a very engaging experience. I
was amazed at how involved the people became in the process and how deeply they took it on
board.”
Brad Stackhouse, CEO, Stackhouse Garber Associates
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